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"Current and Proposed Bonding Requirements on Coal Mining"
Thank you for giving the opportunity to the Pennsylvania Federation of Sportsmen's
Clubs, Inc. to testify at this February 16 hearing on 'Current and Proposed Bonding
Requirements on Coal Mining."
My name is Peter Dalby and I am first vice president of the Pennsylvania Federation
of Sportsmen'sClubs, lnc. (PFSC). Presently, its membership totals over 107,000 members

in 376 clubs distributed over 52 counties in the Commonwealth. Since 1932, the PFSC has
been an aggressive advocate of Pennsylvania's environment and the sportsmen of the
Commonwealth. Headquartered in Harrisburg, the Federation is the dominant voice of

sportsmen on Capitol Hill. Its proud tradition of legislative accomplishments can be traced
back to 1937 when the PFSC was the driving force behind the passage of Pennsylvania's

Clean Streams Act, The PFSC mission statement reflects our concern about the
environment. "The mission of the Pennsylvania Federation of Sportsmen's Club, lnc. is to
provide a statewide, united voice for the concerns of all sportsmen and conservationists, to

ensure their rights and interests are protected, and to protect and enhance the environment
and our natural resources", With regard to mining in general, the PFSC has as one of its

goals:"Eliminate or treat all mine drainage from active and completed operations!'
Nearly 20 years ago, in July 1981, the Federation and a number of other concerned

groups including, the Pennsylvania Trout, a Council of Trout Unlimited and the
Pennsylvania Chapter of the Sierra Club filed suit in Commonwealth Court to compel the

state to modify the existing bonding program to sufficiently guarantee complete reclamation.
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%e petitioners entered into a Settlement Stipulation and Consent Decree with the
Department in the Commonwealth Court action. About ten years later, in a letter dated

October I,1991, OSM found DEP well short of meeting its obligations. - Substantive
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improvements as of this date are still wanting.
Early last summer, the Board of Directors of PFSC voted unanimously to became one

of the lead organizations to ask PennFuture to file suit in court to cornpef DEP and OSM to
comply with the Iaws governing the bonding system. When ?hePFSC held its fall statewide
convention in September, the Environmerrtal Affairs Committee received an update on the

suit. To affirm the action of the l3uard of Directors, the committee asked the county
delegates to support the suit; the response was a resounding vote of affirmation.
The federat Surface Mining Conttol and Reclamation Act of 1977 provides that

Pennsylvania's bonding program for coal mines must assure that the state will have
sufficient funds available to complete the reclamation of bond forfeiture sites, and must

provide a substantial economic incentive for mine operators to comply with redarnation
obligations. That is the way the bonding system was supposed to work once the state

accepted "primacy" in the regulation of coal mining in 1982. As John Hanger explained in
his testimony before this Committee in December, the Pennsylvania Department of

Environmental Protection and the federal Office of Surface Mining have not carried out their
responsibilities to ensure that the state's banding program meets these standards. Their
failure to maintain an adequate bonding program is clear on paper, and it also is clearly
evident to sportsmen visiting 'Penn's W O W and the streams of Pennsylvania.
As Mr. Hanger testified at your December hearing, the records show that DEP knew

at the beginning of the 1990s that the bonding system was in trouble. Administrations came
and passed, but DEP refused to honestly address a shortfall in the bonding program that
experts hired by DEP put at $1 billion or more. OSM has documented several dozen
untreated discharges from "primacy" sites where bonds have been Forfeited and cleanup is
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the responsibility of the state. It is my personal experience that this number could be higher,

because some discharges appear off the bonded area of the sites and may be unknown to
the agencies or may nut be tinked by them to a particular mine. What the agencies have

clearly documented is an additional 300 bonded sites that have significant acid discharges.
Those additional discharges are being treated today, but DEP had openly stated that its
bonding system does not have nearly enough resources to provide long-term treatment. So

the clock is ticking, and ticking faster each day as mining companies go into bankruptcy.
Just in the past few years,, Glacial Minerals, Doverspike 8rothers, Stanford Mining, and

Power Operating have left behind mines and coal refuse disposal areas with liabilities that
are far greater than the bonds posted. In several instances, DEP has been forced to "write

off" mining sites, particularly those with discharges because the bonding system does not
have the money it is supposed to have to provide treatment.

In October, DEP announced its new full-cost bonding program, tt did not discuss the
proposal with PFSC, the four other members of our coalition, or PennFuture before making
the announcement. Perhaps that was because the proposal as outlined by DEP does not fix
the problems with the current bonding system that are the focus of our lawsuit. If fully and

properly implemented, full cost bonding should stop the bonding system's existing deficit

from growing. Full cost bonding does not appear, however, to address the existing

insolvency of the bonding system. It is good to prevent the problem from getting worse, but
we also have to fix the existing problem.
What the Federation and the other members of out coalition want is a bonding system
that meets the requirements of the law - a bonding system that is not forced to write off sites

because of insufficient funds. All the citizens of Pennsylvania deserve to have the best
possible reclamation on each and every site. All discharges from bond forfeiture sites

should be treated. Adults and sportsmen tend to focus on larger streams or fishing creeks,
but our children deserve the right to go to the smallest stream anywhere in the
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Commonwealth to catch f rugs and crayfish or to fish for minnows. And any

of our

precious streams and other waterbodies result in the loss of a diversified fisheries and
wildlife base.
The Federation's main concern is with the loss of tremendous outdoor recreational

resources and opportunities in Pennsylvania - the loss that already has occurred, and the
enormous additional ioss that would occur if the bonding programs remain insolvent. But
this Committee also should consider the interests of property owners who relied upon the
.bondingsystem to guarantee the restoration of their lands and the protection of their waters.
A property owner may end up with devalued or undervalued land that is not appropriate for

agriculture, forestry, or recreation. Who wants to purchase or build a camp on a stream that
has been killed by mine drainage? Those property owners, who provide wildlife habitat and
recreational resources that are enjoyed by tens of thousands of Pennsylvania sportsmen,
also lose out when DEP is forced to practice triage by picking a few sites to reclaim and treat
because it does not have enough bond money to fix all the problems a company left behind.
We all lose in that situation, and we lose because the state and federal governments have
neglected their duty to maintain an adequate bonding system.
The shortfall in the existing bonding system is so serious that elected officials are

going to have to work with DEP to pull the system out of its financial quagmire. While DEP
implemented full cost bonding to prevent the deficit from growing, it also must initiate
soIutions to the bonding system's existing shoMall. We hope that DEP will move quickly,
and with the support of this Committee and the General Assembty, to fix Pennsylvania's
bonding program.
The PFSC thanks you for your interest in the Commonwealth's bonding program and
this opportunity to provide testimony. The PFSC wishes to work constructively with any and

all parties who are comrnited to improving the quality of the land and waters of the
Commonwealth. Its members are willing to take interested politcai leaders on one or more

field trips so they too can gain firsthand experience on the seriousness and immensity of the

impacts of bonding shortfall.
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